
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ..  អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ 89ក់ ជី] 
[Interviewer: TS. Interviewee: KC.] 
 
[00:00]  
 
េតLM*N ល់េកOងៗRែដលេចះេធX LអងY Zចែដរឬអត់? 
Do you know of any young people who make Angkuoch?  
 

េកOងេlភូមិេនះ? េកOងេlភូមិេនះមិន&នអ#កRេធX Lេទ។  
In this village? None of the young people in this village make Angkuoch.  
 

អtu ឹង&នេកOងៗេlភូមិRែដលកំពុងេធX Lេទ? 
How about young people in other villages?  
 

&នេl8ពះ{ក់! ភូមិ8ពះ{ក់! 
There are in Preah Dak village. Preah Dak village!  
 

េបLនិ~យពី�យុ េកOងបំផុត8បែហល�យុប៉ុ�O ន? 
What age is the youngest?  
 

េបLគិតេ� 8បែហល��យុ៣០�# ំេហLយ!  
Perhaps around 30 years old.  
 

ែបបេនះ8បែហលមិនែមនេកOងេទដងឹ? 
Maybe he is not so young then?  
 

[េសLច...]  
[Laughs…] 
 

&នេកOង�ងេនះែដរឬេទ? 
Is anyone younger than that?  
 

អត់េទ! ដូចខ� � ំជ8&បជូន ខ� � ំ�នេ�យូរេហLយ។ ឥឡ� វេនះ ខ� � ំមិនដឹង��ត់េlេធX L 
ឬក៏អត់េទ។ ខ� � ំមិនដឹងែដរ។  
No! As I told you, I stopped going there. Now I am not sure if [this person] is 
still making Angkuoch or not. I have no idea.  
 

េ8�ពីេចះេធX LអងY Zច េតL�ត់េចះេលងអងY Zចែដរឬេទ? 
Besides from making Angkuoch, does he also play?  
 

�ត់េចះេលងែដរ។ �ត់េចះ�� ត់។ េបLសិន��ត់េចះេធX LេហLយ 
�ត់8ត�វែតេចះ�� ត់ែដរ។ �ត់េចះេលង។  
He plays. He knows how to flick. If he knows how to make the instrument, he 
must know how to play too. He knows.  
 

េហតុអX ី�ន�8ប�ជនេlទីេ�ះ គេ8ចLនេចះេធX LអងY Zច? 
Why did many people there know how to make Angkuoch?  
 

អ#កែដលេចះេធX LអងY Zចេនះ�8ប�ជន¡ស់េlទីេ�ះ។ េបLMមខ� � ំេមLលេ�  
�ត់8បែហល�ដូចខ� � ំែដរ។ គឺកូនេ£របស់�ត់េទ�អ#កេធX L។ ដូចខ� � ំជ8&បជូនអtu ឹង 
ខ� � ំមិនដឹងេទ��ត់េlែតបន1េធX L ឬក៏�ត់ឈប់េហLយ។  
An old Angkuoch maker lives there. As I told you, I am not sure whether he 
keeps making Angkuoch or has already stopped.  
 

េគេ¥ភូមិអX ីែដរ? 
What is that village?  



 
េlភូមិ8ពះ{ក់។  
Preah Dak village!  
 

&នចំ¦យប៉ុ�O នែដរពីទីកែន§ងេនះ? 
How far is it from here?  
 

8បែហល�តិច�ងបីគីឡ� ពីទីេនះេ�! 8បែហល��ងពីរគីឡ� ។  
Perhaps less than three kilometers from here. About two kilometers!  

 
[01:28]  
 
8ប�ជនេlម« � ំេ�ះេធX LអងY Zចេ8ចLន�ង8ប�ជនេl8សះ8សង?់ 
Did people there make Angkuoch more than people in Srah Srang [village]?  
 

9លមុន េគេធX Lេ8ចLន។ មកដល់េពលេនះ ខ� � ំមិនដឹង�~៉ងមុិច។ 
ខ� � ំមិនដឹង�េ8ចLនឬតិចេទ។ ខ� � ំ�នេ�ទិញយូរេហLយ។ 9លពីមុន 
េពលែដលខ� � ំមិនន់េចះេធX L ពួកេគេ�ទិញេlទីេ�ះ 
េហLយខ� � ំ�អ#កជូនពួកេគេ�ទិញ។ ជូនពួកេគេ�ទិញ! 
In earlier times, they made Angkuoch a lot. I am not sure about the situation 
these days. I have no idea whether there are more or fewer people still making 
it. I stopped buying Angkuoch there a long time ago. Before, when I did not 
know how to make Angkuoch, my sons went to buy the instruments there and 
I brought them here. We bought them to sell!  

 
[01:54- 01:58]  
 
េតLេគ�ចទិញអងY Zចស8&ប់ែតខ² Zនឯង ឬ�ចឲµអ#កដៃទេ8បL8�ស់�នែដរ? 
In earlier times, did people buy Angkuoch to keep one for only oneself, or pass it 
onto others?  
 

9ន់~៉ងេម៉ច? 
Keep what?  
 

េតL·�ច�កមOសិទ̧ិស8&ប់ែតមនុស¹&# ក់?ឬក៏�ចប« ºរឲµអ#កេផ¹ងេ8បL8�ស់�នែដរ? 
Did an Angkuoch have only one owner? Or could it swap to other owners?  
 

េបLMមខ� � ំេមLលេ� ·ដូច�មិន8ប9ន់។ អ#កេធX Lក៏េធX Lេ� អ#កR9ន់ក៏9ន់េ�។ 
សពXៃថ½េនះ េយLងដូច��O នទំេន¾មទ&§ ប់ែបបេ�ះេទ។ ខ� � ំមិនដឹង� 
¡ស់បុ¿ណពីមុន&នទំេន¾មទ&§ ប់ែបបេនះ ឬក៏~៉ងRេទ។ ែតដល់សម័យេនះ 
េយLងចង់ឲµអ#កRក៏�ន។ Mមខ� � ំគិតពីសំណួរេនះ 
ខ� � ំគិត�8បែហល�&នមនុស¹¡ស់ទុកស8&ប់�� ត់ែតខ² Zន�ត់ែដរ។ ·មÂ៉ងែដរ។ 
Based on what I have seen, either could happen. Anybody can keep or own it - 
it does not matter. Nowadays, we do not have these kind of constraints. I am 
not sure whether people in the past used to have particular traditions about 
this or not. However, in this generation, we can give Angkuoch to whoever we 
want. But if I think about the question at the moment, I think people in the 
past might use it personally. It is interesting.  
 

[03:00]  
 
េតLMែដលជួបមនុស¹ែបបេ�ះេទ? 
Have you ever met that kind of person?   
 

េទ! ខ� � ំមិនែដល�នជួប។ [េសLច...]  
No! I have never met one. [ Laughs…]  



 
សំណួរែដលកÄ Zយសួរមកដូច�ែប§កៗែដរស8&ប់ខ� � ំ! 
Your question seems unusual to me.  
 
·ែប§កេ{យ*រ¡ស់បុ¿ណ&នតំណមរបស់�ត់។ 
េបL��ត់�កមOសិទ̧ិៃនរបស់េ�ះេហLយ �ត់មិនឲµអ#កេផ¹ងេលង។ 
ខ� � ំមិនដឹងពីវ Æធីរបស់�ត់ែដរ។  
It is unusual because people had their own norms. If they possessed an object, 
they might let others use it. I do not understand why they did or didn’t do that. 
  
¡ស់បុ¿ណ&នបtÉ � ះអX ីៗ េគបtÉ � ះេដLមÊី�� ត់ឲµអ#កេផ¹ង*1 ប់េ�ពិេ¿ះ។ សពXៃថ½េនះ 
អ#កេលងេភ§ងក៏&នដូច�# ែដរ។  គេ8ចLនអ#ក8ស Ëកែ8ស 
ពួកេគ{ក់�លីេដLមÊី{ក់8ទឱµ*1 ប់េ�ពិេ¿ះ។ អងY Zចេនះ 8បែហល�េគ{ក់ែដរ។  
People in the past used to put charming wax on the Angkuoch to make the 
listeners feel that the sound was beautiful. Nowadays musicians still use this 
charming wax. Often, musicians in the countryside also chanted the Pali 
language to make the listeners feel that the sound is beautiful. [TS note: It is 
very common in Cambodia that musicians and artists chant in Pali before they 
play music or perform.] Perhaps they used to apply charming wax to the 
Angkuoch too.  

 
[04:05]  
 
ែតMែដលជួបមនុស¹¡ស់ែដល&នតំណមែបបេនះេទ? 
Have you ever met someone who has these traditions around his instrument?  
 

ដូចខ� � ំជ8&បកÄ Zយ ខ� � ំែដលេឃLញពីមុន 
ែតេពលេនះមិន&នេទ¾តេទេ{យ*រ¡ស់ៗ�ន*§ ប់អស់េហLយ។ 
មនុស¹¡ស់ជំ�ន់មុនមិនទុក8ទ ឬឧបករណ៍របស់�ត់េ¡លេទ។ 
េlេពលែដល�ត់មកពីេលងេភ§ងវ Æញ �ត់ែតងែតទុករបស់�ត់ខÐស់ៗ 
មិនឲµអ#កRេផ¹ងប៉ះÑល់របស់�ត់�នេឡLយ។  
As I told you, I used to see it. But now, those old people have already passed 
away. People in the past did not leave their Tro [Khmer fiddle] or other 
instruments lying around. When they returned from playing, they always kept 
their instruments in a high place so that no one could touch their instruments.  

 
េតLMដងឹឬេទ� េគបtÉ � ះ*រ Æ9េlេលLឧបករណ៍អងY Zចែដរឬេទ? 
Do you know people who apply charming wax to their Angkuoch?  
 

ខ� � ំមិនែដល�នេធX Lផង។ [េសLច...] ខ� � ំមិនែដលដឹង។ 
I do not know. [ laughs…] I never know.  

 
េតLគិត�&នែដរឬអត?់ 
But do you think there are people who do this?  
 

េបLពីមុន ខ� � ំគិត�8បែហល�&ន។ មកដល់េពលេនះ ខ� � ំគិត� ·ដូច�មិន&នេទ។ 
េបL¡ស់បុ¿ណ ដូច�ដឹង8*ប់ ទំេន¾មទ&§ ប់របស់េយLង&ន។ សពXៃថ½េនះ 
សូមÊីែតកីÒ8ប{ល់ក៏ពួក�ត8់ត�វសូ8ត ឬផ² �ំមុននឹងេឡLងសេងXÓន។ [េសLច...] 
·េlែត&ន។  
I think it used to happen before. I think it does not happen anymore. Talking 
about old people, as you know, we used to have this kind of tradition. 
Nowadays, even boxers, they have to chant before going into the arena. 
[Laughs…] It still exists.  

 
[05:09]  
 



េតLMរកÕអងY ºចេ{យរេប¾បR? 
How do you keep your Angkuoch?  
 

ខ� � ំរកÕ·េ{យធមOM។ ខ� � ំមិន&នតំណមអX ីេទ។ ខ� � ំមិនែដលេរ¾បតំណមេឡLយ។  
I keep it normally. I have no special constraints or traditions.  

 
ចុះMÖ§ ប់េធX LអងY Zចស8&ប់ខ² Zនឯង�ពិេសសែដរឬេទ? 
Have you ever made a special Angkuoch for yourself?  
 

អត់េទ! អត់&នេទ!  
No. I haven’t.  

 
េហតុអX ី?េ{យ*រែតគិត��ចេធX LេពលRក៏�ន? 
Why not? Do you feel you can do it at anytime?  
 

ដូចកÄ Zយនិ~យអំ�ញ់មិញ ខ� � ំគិត�ខ� � ំ�ចេធX LេlេពលRក៏�ន។  ខ� � ំគិត� 
·មិន¡ំ�ច់ផង។ ែតស8&ប់¡ស់បុ¿ណ ពួក�ត់8បែហល�&នស8&ប់ខ² Zន�ត់។   
As I told you just now, I can make one whenever I want. I think it is not really 
necessary for me. People in the past, I think they might have special ones for 
themselves.  
 

[05:55]  
 
េតLMជួសជុលអងY Zចែដរឬេទ?  
Do you fix Angkuoch?  
 

ខ� � ំមិនជួសជុលអងY Zចែដលខូចេទ។ ខ� � ំអត់ជួសជុលអX ីេទ¾តេទ។  
I do not fix a broken Angkuoch. I do not fix them.  

 
េបLខូចេហLយ ពួកេគនឹងទិញថOី? 
If an Angkuoch is broken, will people buy a new one?  
 

�ទ! េបLខូចេហLយ ពួកេគនឹងទិញថOី។ 
Yes! If it is broken, they will buy a new one.  

 
ចុះេបLអ#កខ§ ះេគ8ស.ញ់អងY ºចេគ�§ ងំ េតLMគិត�M�ចជួសជុស·�នែដរឬេទ? 
What if someone really likes his/her Angkuoch, do you think you can fix it?  
 

េបL·ខូច ·�ក់8តង់កែន§ងអR1 តេនះ។ ·មិន�ចជួសជុលេទ¾ត�នេទ។  
If it is broken, when the lamella is broken, it cannot be fixed.  

 
អtu ឹងMមិនែដលជួសជុលពីមុនមកេទ? 
That means you have never fixed an Angkuoch?  
 

េទ! ខ� � ំមិនែដលេទ។   
No! I have not.  

 
[06:33]  
 
េតLេយLង�ចទុកអងY Zចមួយ�នប៉ុ�O ន�# ?ំ 
How long does an Angkuoch last?  
 

េយLង�ចទុក�នយូរ។ េបLេយLងទុក8តឹម8ត�វ េហLយមិនឱµ·8ត�វទឹកេភ§Óង 
·មិនខូចេទ។ ខ� � ំមិនដឹង�ប៉ុ�O ន�# ំេទ។  
We can keep it for long time. If we keep it properly, not under the rain, it will 
not deteriorate. I cannot estimate how many years one can last.  



 
េ8�ពីមិនឱµប៉ះទឹកេភ§Óង េតL·8ត�វ9រÑរពីអX ីេទ¾ត? 
Beside from the rain, what are other things we should protect it from?  
 

េបLេយLងមិនទុក·េ¡លឱµ8ត�វេភ§Óង ឬÙលៃថ½ ·មិនខូចេទ។ េយLង�ចទុក�នយូរ 
េបLេយLងទុកែតកÚ �ងម§ប់។  
If it is not under the rain or sun, it will not deteriorate. We can keep it for a 
very long time if we only keep it in the shade.  

 
េតLេយLង�ចទុក�ន8បែហលប៉ុ�O ន�# ំ? 
How many years can we keep one?  
 

អត់ដឹងប៉ុ�O នេទ! [ េសLច...] 
I do not know. [Laughs…]  

 
8បែហលដប់�# ំេទ? 
Around ten years?  
 

 8បែហល! ែតខ� � ំមិនែដល�នេ8បL ឬទុកេទ។   
Perhaps! I have never kept track.  

 
[07:22]  
 
េតLេគេធX LែបបRេពលែដលអងY ZចេលងែលងេកLត? 
How do we know when the Angkuoch cannot be played any longer?  
 
 �ទ!  
 Yes!  
 
េតLេគេធX LែបបRេពលែដលអងY ZចេលងែលងេកLត? [សំណួរ�នសួរម1ងេទ¾ត!]  
How do we know when the Angkuoch cannot be played any longer? [Question is 
repeated.]  
 

េបLេគេលងមិនេកLត េគទុក·េ¡ល។ េបL·សំ�ន់ េគរកÕ·។ 
·�របស់ែដលេធX L�ន¦យ  េហLយ·មិនសូវ�សំ�ន់ប៉ុ�O នេទ។ 
ស8&ប់អ#ក8*វ8�វែដលទុក  េគទុកស8&ប់េកOងមួយតំណ េ�មួយតំណ។ 
ដូចអX ីែដលខ� � ំេធX LសពXៃថ½ ខ� � ំបន1 ពីមនុស¹¡ស់េ�េកOង។ បន1ៗ�# !  
If it cannot be played, people would leave it. If it is important to them, they 
might keep it. Angkuoch can be easily made and it is not really necessary to 
keep one. But researchers might keep it for young people from generation to 
generation. As for me, I learned from the older generation and I am passing 
this on it to the younger generation. Passing it continuously!   

 
េតLមនុស¹&នទស¹នៈែបបRអំពី9រេលង និង9រេធX LអងY Zច? 
What do people think or assume about Angkuoch playing and making? 
 

េបLMមខ� � ំយល់ ខ� � ំគិត� អងY Zច�របស់បុ¿ណ។ ·�របស់ែដលពួក�ត់Ö§ ប់េលង។ 
ខ� � ំគិត� ·�របស់ែដល¡ស់ៗÖ§ ប់&នពីេដLមមក។ ·ដូច�អ#កេលងេភ§ងែដរ 
ដូច�អ#កេលងសN រ 8ទ ¡បុី �េដLម។  េនះ�របស់បុ¿ណ។  
Based on my understanding, I think Angkuoch is a traditional instrument of old 
people. It is the instrument that they used to play. I think it is the instrument 
that old people used to have, like musicians who used to play drum, tro, 
Chapei and so on. It is a traditional instrument.  

 
[08:55]  
 



ស8&ប់M Mគិត�·�របស់បុ¿ណ។ ចុះស8&ប់អ#កេផ¹ងែដលMÖ§ ប់*N ល់? 
You think that is a traditional instrument. How about other people?  
 

ខ� � ំមិនដឹង�េគគិត~៉ងេម៉ចែដរ។ [ េសLច...] ចំេÑះខ� � ំ 
ខ� � ំដឹង�¡ស់&នរបស់េនះតៗ�# មក។  
I am not sure what they think. [Laughs…!] For me, I know that it is a traditional 
instrument that has been passed down from one generation to another.  

 
អំ�ញ់មិញ M8�ប់ខ� � ំ�MÖ§ ប់�� ត់អងY Zចែដរ។ 8ត�វេទ? 
At the moment you told me that you are an Angkuoch player as well. Is that correct?  
 

�ទ! ខ� � ំÖ§ ប់�� ត់ែដរ។  
Yes! I used to play.  

 
េlេពលែដលេគលឺសេម§ងអងY Zច េតLេគ&ន8បតិកមOែបបR? 
When people hear your Angkuoch playing, how do they react or what do they 
assume? 
  

េគ�ពិេ¿ះែដរ។  
They say the sound is beautiful.  

 
េតLេគចូលចិត1 ឬមិនចូលចិត1? 
Do they like or dislike it?  
 

េគ� ·ចែម§ក។ ស8&ប់អ#កែដលមិនÖ§ ប់េឃLញ េគ�ចែម§ក។ េបLអ#ក8ស Ëកែ8ស 
េគ� ·�ចទុក�នយូរ។ េគ� ខ� � ំមិនេ¡ល េហLយេlែតេធX L�ន។   
They say it is strange. For those who have not seen it yet, they say it is a 
strange instrument. For people who live in the countryside, they make a 
compliment for me that I can keep this instrument alive over such a very long 
time. They say to me that I do not put it aside and I still continue to make it.  

 
[10:01]  
 
េហតុអX ី�ន�មនុស¹មួយចំនួនគិត�អងY Zចចែម§ក? 
Why do some people think it is strange?  
 

េ{យ*រែតខ� � ំបន1 េធX Lមករហូត េគគិត�ចែម§កេ{យ*រែតេគមិនែដល�នេឃLញ។ 
េបLសិនអ#កេlភូមិេនះ ពួក�ត់Ö§ ប់េឃLញ ដូេច#ះ·មិនចែម§កេទ។ 
ស8&ប់អ#កែដលមកពី�½ យ �ត់�របស់េនះចែម§កេពលែដល�ត់េឃLញ។ 
ែតេl8ស ËកេយLងេនះ េគ�ច*N ល់េ{យ*រែតខ� � ំÖ§ ប់េធX LយូរេហLយ។ 
ស8&ប់អ#កែដលមកពីេខត1េផ¹ង េគ¡ប់�រមOណ៍េមLលែដរ។  
They think it is strange because they have never seen it before. People in this 
village used to see it, so it does not seem strange to them. For people who 
come from other areas, they think it is strange when they see it. People from 
different provinces, they are also fascinated by this instrument.  

 
Mនិ~យ�េគយល់�·ចែម§ក េតLេគចូលចិត1 ឬក៏េគ�§ ច?  
When they think it is strange, do you think they like it or feel scared?  
 

ខ� � ំមិន�ច*O នចិត1េគ�ន 8�ន់ែតេគ�ឧបករណ៍េនះចែម§ក។  
I do not know their mind. They just told me that this instrument is strange to 
them.  

 
េតLM�ចេរ¾ប¿ប់ពី�រមOណ៍របស់Mេlេពលែដលេលង ឬេធX LអងY Zច�នេទ? 
How do you feel when you play Angkuoch or make Angkuoch?  
 



សេម§ងអងY Zចខ§ ះ�ចលឺ�នលß ។ ខ§ ះ�នសេម§ងតូច េហLយខ§ះ�នសេម§ងធំ។ 
·�8ស័យេលL9រេ9សរបស់ខ� � ំែដរ េពលខ§ះក៏�នសេម§ងរ.ស់ េពលខ§ះក៏អត់។  
េបLនិ~យអំពីឬស¹ីវ Æញ ឬស¹ីខ§ ះខ� � ំ�ចេ8បL�ន 
ឬស¹ីខ§ ះមិន�ចេ8បLស8&ប់9រេធX LអងY Zច�នេទ។   
Some Angkuoch can produce good sounds. Some produce low and some high 
sounds. It depends on how I carve it. Sometimes it can sound with an echo or 
sometimes not. If we are talking about the bamboo, some bamboo I can use 
and some I cannot use to make Angkuoch.  
 

[11:40]  
 
េតLឬស¹ីែបបRែដលេធX LមិនេកLត? 
What type of bamboo can you not use to make Angkuoch?  
 

េបLMមខ� � ំេមLលេ� ឬស¹ី&នពីរ8បេភទ។ ឬស¹ីមួយ8បេភទេ�ះ&ន*ច់រ àង 
េហLយមួយេទ¾ត&ន*ច់ទន់។  េគេ¥8បេភទ*ច់ទន់� «ឬស¹ី8បេភទ*ច់8តី» 
េហLយ8បេភទេនះេ8បLស8&ប់េធX LអងY ZចមិនេកLតេទ 
Based on my understanding, there are two types of bamboo. One is hard and 
one is soft. The soft bamboo is normally called ‘fish type bamboo’ [and cannot 
be used for Angkuoch since it is soft]. 

  
[11:57]  
 
េតLMពិនិតµេមLល*ច់ឬស¹ីែដរឬេទេlេពលែដលេ�ទិញ? 
Do you always check on the bamboo before buying it?  
 

ចួន9ល ខ� � ំែឆកេមLល។ េបLេមLលេ�េធX LមិនេកLតេទ ខ� � ំក៏មិន�ចទិញយកមកែដរ។   
Sometimes I check it. If it looks impossible to make [Angkuoch from it], I won’t 
buy it either.  

 
មនុស¹មួយចំនួនេលងអងY ZចេដLមÊីរå*យទុក ចំែណកMវ Æញ េតLMេលងអងY ZចេដLមÊីអX ី? 
Some people choose to play Angkuoch for the purpose of releasing stress. How 
about you? What is your purpose of playing the Angkuoch?  
 

េlេពលែដលខ� � ំអផ¹Ë ក�§ ងំ ខ� � ំអងæ �យ�� ត់េលង។  
When I feel very bored, I play the Angkuoch for fun.  

 
េlេពលែដលM�� ត់ េតL8បពន̧ ឬកូនរបស់M&ន8បតិកមOែបបR? 
When you play Angkuoch, how do your wife and your children react?  
 

េគមិននិ~យអX ីេទ។  
They do not say anything.  

 
េ{យ*រឪពុករបស់MេលងអងY Zចែដរ 
េតL&ន�រមOណ៍ែបបRេlេពលែដលMេលងអងY Zច? 
Since your father is also an Angkuoch player, how do you feel when you play the 
Angkuoch?  
 

ខ� � ំនឹកេឃLញ�ត់ែដរ។ ឪពុកខ� � ំÖ§ ប់�� ត់អងY Zចែដក។ ដល់េពលខ� � ំ&នវ èយប៉ុេណé ះ 
ខ� � ំនឹកេឃLញ�ត់ែដរ។ ខ� � ំនឹកេឃLញ� ខ� � ំចង់េធX L·មួយស8&ប់រកÕទុក 
ប៉ុែន1ខ� � ំមិនន់រកេពល�នេធX L។ ខ� � ំ�នរក�ងដំែដកឱµ�ត់េធX L 
ែត�ត់ដូច�&នមន� ិលសង¹័យ។ ដូេច#ះ ខ� � ំចង់នឹករកឱµចêស់ ក៏មិនេកLត។ យូរៗេ� 
ខ� � ំក៏Rយ។ េ{យ*រេពលេនះ ខ� � ំលឺ�&នេគេធX L 
ខ� � ំនឹងពឹងឱµេគេធX Lស8&ប់�� ត់�នពិេ¿ះ 
េ8Ñះខ� � ំ�នេឃLញអងY Zចែដល8ក Ëម9រ¦រយកមកេ�ះ ·មិនន់�� ត់េកLតេទ។  



I miss my father. He was an Angkuoch daek player. As I am getting old, I miss 
him. I think that I will make one [Angkuoch daek] to keep, but I have not found 
time to make it yet. I tried the blacksmith, but he was unsure about the 
process. Therefore, it seems impossible for me to make. Later on, I did not 
think about it anymore. Now I heard there is a maker, I will ask him to make a 
good one for me, because the one [Angkuoch] that your team showed me is 
not yet good.  

 
[13:41]  
 
េតLអងY Zចរបស់ឪពុកM&នលកëណខុស�# ែបបRេ�?  
What is the difference between it and your father’s Angkuoch?  
 

·ខុស�# ។ អងY Zចែដល�នប¦ì ញខ� � ំេ�ះ&នលកëណៈតូច�ង។ 
អងY Zចែដលពុកខ� � ំÖ§ ប់េធX L&ន¿ងធំ�ង េហLយែដក�ត់េ8បLេ�ះរ àង។ មិនទន់េទ! 
�ត់�ចេលងេ�~៉ងរ.ស់េ{យ*រែតែដករ àង។  
It is different. The Angkuoch Daek you showed me is smaller than my father’s.  
My father used to make a bigger Angkuoch and he used hard iron to make it. 
Not soft! He could produce a resonant sound while playing, because his 
Angkuoch was made from hard iron.  

 
េតLេធX LអងY Zចែដក~៉ងRេទLបរ.ស់?  
How can we make a good Angkuoch Daek?  
 

េយLង8ត�វេ8បLែដករ àង តួ~៉ងដូច�ែដករុàស័រ។ េបLMមខ� � ំេមLលេ� 
�ត់េធX Lេ{យែដករ àង។ េបLេយLងេ8បLែដកទន់ េ�ះ·នឹងមិនរ.ស់េទ។ 
េហLយេយLងក៏មិន�ច�� ត់�នែដរ។  
We need to use hard iron such as bendable metal. Based on my 
understanding, he made it from hard iron. If we use soft iron, it will not 
produce a resonant sound. And we cannot play it either.  

 
អងY Zចរបស់ឪពុកMេធX Lេ{យែដករ àង!  
Your father’s Angkuoch Daek was made from hard iron.  
 

ហ# ឹងេហLយ! រ àង! ែតរេប¾បរបបែដល�ត់េធX L គឺដូច�# ែដរ។ 
អ#កែដលេធX LអងY ZចែដលកÄ Zយប¦ì ញខ� � ំេនះ �ត់េធX Lមិនន់�ន*ß តេទ។ 
េហLយ·មិនន់ងរដូចរបស់ែដលេធX Lេ{យឪពុកខ� � ំេទ។  
Of course! Hard one! But the style he made is the same. The Angkuoch that 
you showed me is not good enough. And it is not as curved as my father’s 
Angkuoch.  

 
េហតុអX ី�នេពលខ§ះេគ8ត�វេធX L·ឱµងរ ឬឱµធំ?  
Why did people make it curved and big?  
 

េគេធX Lែបបេនះ េដLមÊីឱµ·លឺ�ន�§ ងំ ឬលឺ�ន�½ យ។ 
They made it like this because it can produce a loud sound and be heard from 
a long distance.  

 
[14:58]  
 
េបLMរក�ងែដក�ន M8បែហលឱµេគេធX LអងY Zចមួយស8&ប់ខ² Zនឯង? 
If you can find the right blacksmith, will you make one for yourself?  
 

�ទ! ខ� � ំ8បែហលឱµេគេធX Lមួយ។ ខ� � ំគិត�េគ�ចេធX L�ន េ{យ*រខ� � ំ�នេឃLញគ8ម�។ 
ខ� � ំនឹងេធX Lឱµដូចរបស់ពីេដLម។ ខ� � ំ8បែហល��ច8�ប់�ងឱµេគេធX Lឱµ�ន។ 



ែតខ� � ំមិនន់កំណត់�េកLតេទ។ ខ� � ំនឹងេមLលៃថ½ទំេនរែដល�ចេធX L�ន។ 
មកដល់េពលេនះខ� � ំមិន�ចេធX L�នេទ េ{យ*រែត9រ¦រខ� � ំេ8ចLនែដរ។  
Yes! I might ask him to make one. I think he can make it, because I already 
know the shape. I will ask him to make one the same as the old Angkuoch. 
Maybe I can tell the blacksmith to make one. But I am not sure yet. I will see 
when I am free. I cannot make it now because I am busy with my work.  

 
េlេពលែដលM9ន់អងY Zច េតLMÖ§ ប់នឹកេឃLញឪពុករបស់Mែដរឬេទ? 
When you hold the Angkuoch, do you think of your father?  
 

ខ� � ំនឹកេឃLញែដរ។ នឹកេឃLញ¡ស់បុ¿ណ។ 
I think of him. I think of old people in the past.  

 
ខ� � ំសងíឹម�M�ចេធX LអងY Zចេនះ�ន។  
I hope you can make Angkuoch successfully.  
 

�ទ! 
Yes!  

 
[15:55]  
 
េតLMÖ§ ប់¡ប់�រមOណ៍8បតិកមOអX ីមួយេពលែដលមនុស¹និ~យពីអងY Zចែដរឬេទ? 
Have you noticed any particular expressions when people talk about the Angkuoch?  
 

ខ� � ំមិនែដល�ន¡ប់�រមOណ៍េទ។ ែត8�ន់ែតដូចអX ីែដលខ� � ំនិ~យមុនេនះ 
េគចូលចិត1និ~យ� ឧបរណក៍េនះ�របស់ចែម§ក ែត·�ចេធX Lឱµលឺ។  
I have paid attention to that. But as I told you, they like to tell me that this 
instrument is strange, yet it can produce sound.  

 
ចុះMែដលលឺេគេ8បÓបេធ¾បអងY Zចនឹងរបស់អX ីមួយេទ? 
Have you heard any metaphors that people use to talk about Angkuoch?  
 

អត់េទ! អត់&ន!អត់ែដលដឹងផង! ខ� � ំមិនដឹងមនុស¹បុ¿ណគិតែបបRេទ។ 
No! No. I do not know. I do not know how old people think. 
  

M&នអងY ZចអX ីមួយែដលពិេសសស8&ប់ខ² Zនឯងែដរឬេទ? 
Do you have, or know of, any Angkuoch that are very special to you, or to someone 
else, in some way? 
 

អត់េទ! មិន&នេទ! អត់ែដលេធX Lពិេសសស8&ប់ខ² Zនឯងេទ!  
No! I do not. I never made a special one for myself.  

 
[16:46]  
 
ែតMេ8�ង�នឹងេធX Lទុកស8&ប់ខ² Zនឯងេទ? 
But do you plan to make one for yourself?  
 

8បែហល�&ន! ខ� � ំ8បែហល�េធX Lទុកមួយស8&ប់ខ² Zនឯង។ 
ខ� � ំេធX LទុកេដLមÊី�តឹកMង� ខ� � ំេចះេធX Lឧបករណ៍េនះ។ ខ� � ំទុកស8&ប់កូនេ£ 
កុំឱµេគេភ§ច។ េបLេគ&នេពលេធX L ពួកេគ�ចេធX L។  
Maybe! I might make one for myself. I might make it for the next generation, 
as evidence to show people that I can make this instrument. To not let them 
forget! If they have time, they can make it.  

 
េហតុអX ី�ន�Mមិនចង់ឱµកូនេភ§ច?  
Why do you want the next generation not to forget?  



 
[េសLច...] េនះ�របស់ែដល¡ស់ៗ�ត់បន¹ល់ទុក។ ·�មុខរបរស8&ប់ពួកេយLង។  
[Laughs…]  It is an old instrument that came from our ancestors. It can be a job 
for all of us.  

 
េ8�ពីM េតL&នអ#កRេផ¹ងេទ¾តេlកÚ �ងភូមិេនះែដលេធX LអងY Zច?  
Besides from you, is there anyone else in this village who makes Angkuoch?  
 

េlកÚ �ងភូមិេនះ មិន&នអ#កេផ¹ងេទ¾តេទ។ អត់&នអ#កេធX Lេទ! ដូចខ� � ំជ8&ប 
&នែតអ#កភូមិេផ¹ងែដលេធX L។  
In this village, there is no one else. There is not. As I told, there are only makers 
in another village.  

 
អtu ឹង&នន័យ�េl8សះ8សង់េនះមិន&នអ#កេផ¹ងេទ¾តេទ? 
So that means there is no one else in this village who keeps making Angkuoch?  
 

អត់&នេទ! &នែតខ� � ំ។  
No! Only me.  

 
េតLអ#កេធX Lេlភូមិេផ¹ងេ�ះ&នេîO ះអX ?ី  
What is the name of the maker in another village?  
 

�ត់េîO ះM េគLយ។ �ត់�ន*§ ប់េហLយ។ េហLយដល់កូនេ£�ត់េ89យេនះ 
ខ� � ំមិន*N ល់ែដរ។  
His name is ‘Ta Keuy’. He has passed away already. I do not know his offspring 
well.   
 

[18:01]  
 
េតLMេគLយរស់កÚ �ងភូមិអX ីែដរ? 
Where did Ta Keuy live?  
 

�ត់រស់េlភូមិ8ពះ{ក់។ 
He lived in Preah Dak village.   

 
េ{យ*រMÖ§ ប់េ�ជួប និងេ�ទិញ េតLខ� � ំ�ចេ�*N ល់ពួក�ត់�នែដរឬេទ? 
Since you used to go and buy the Angkuoch from him, may we meet his family?  
 

េបLចង់*N ល់ &នែតកÄ Zយ8ត�វេ�សួររកទំ�ក់ទំនងេគេ�។ កÄ Zយ�ចសួរ�៖ 
«េតLកូនេ£របស់MេគLយរស់េlឯR?» េបLេធX Lែបបេនះ េគ8បែហល�8�ប់�ន។  
If you want to meet them, you have to go and ask [in the village] after their 
family. You can ask: “Do you know where Ta Keuy’s children live?” If you ask 
them like this, they might be able to tell you. 

 
េតL9រេធX LអងY Zចេនះ&ន*រៈសំ�ន់ស8&ប់Mែដរឬេទ? 
Is making Angkuoch important to you?  
 

·&ន*រៈសំ�ន់ស8&ប់ខ� � ំ។ េហតុអX ី�ន�សំ�ន់? គឺេ{យ*រែតរបស់េនះ 
ខ� � ំមិន¡ំ�ច់ចំRយេពលេធX L9រែបកេញLសេទ។ ·�9រ¦រែដល8*លបំផុត។ 
·9រ¦រែដល¦យ។ 
It is important to me. Why is it important? Because I do not need to spend a 
lot of energy on making it. It is light work. It is a very easy job.  
 

[19”08]  
 
9រេធX LអងY Zច&ន*រៈសំ�ន់េ{យ*រ·¦យ8សñលេធX L?  



It is important because it is easy to make?  
 

·មិន¦យេពកេទ។ ទ8&ំែតខ� � ំេធX L�ន ខ� � ំ8ត�វចំRយេពលេមLលេគេធX Lយូរ8�ន់ែដរ។ 
េពលែដលខ� � ំេចះេហLយ ខ� � ំគិត�·¦យ។ ស8&ប់អ#កែដលេធX Lេ89យ 
េគ�ចេធX Lេលòន�នេlេពលែដលេគ�នយល់ចêស់េហLយ។ េបLពួកេគមិនយល់េទ 
·នឹងពិ�កែដរ។ ·មិន¦យេពលេទ។ ដូចខ� � ំជ8&បជូន 9រ¦រេនះ8*លេទ។
ែតេបLេយLងមិន¡ប់�រមOណ៍ េយLងមិន¦យេធX L�នែដរ។  
It is not really easy to learn. I had to spend a long time before being able to 
make it. When I know the making process, I think it is easy. Those who learn 
can make it fast when they clearly understand the making process. If they do 
not understand, it is difficult. It is not too easy. As I told you, it is a light work. If 
we do not feel fascinated by it, we cannot make it with ease.  

 
េតLMចំRយេពលប៉ុ�O នកÚ �ង9រេរ¾នទ8&ំេចះ? 
How long did you spend to learn?  
 

 Mម9រពិតេ� ខ� � ំចំRយេពលយូរ8�ន់ែដរ។ េពលែដលខ� � ំេមLលេគរចួេហLយ 
ខ� � ំមកេរ¾នេធX Lេlផ�ះ។ ខ� � ំមិន�នអងæ �យេមLលេគេធX Lរហូតេទ េ&§ ះេហLយេទLបខ� � ំៃច#រក។ 
ខ� � ំចំRយេពល8បែហលកន§ះែខ ទ8&ំ�ចេធX Lេលòនដូចេគ។ េពលែដលេធX Lដំបូង 
េពលខ§ះ·ខូច េហLយខ� � ំយក·េ¡ល។ ប�� ប់មក ខ� � ំេធX Lមួយេទ¾ត។  
In fact, I spent a long time. After I watched people making it, I came to make it 
at my home. I did not watch people making it all day long, so when I came 
back home, I tried to find techniques. I spent approximately half a month 
before being able to make it fast like the others. When I started making it, I 
sometimes broke it and threw it away. Then, I made another one. 
 

[20:28]  
 

ចុះ9រេលងអងY Zច&ន*រៈសំ�ន់ស8&ប់Mែដរឬេទ? 
Is Angkuoch playing important to you?  
 

េរòងសំ�ន់េ�ះ�9រធមOMស8&ប់អ#កេធX L។ 9លRខ� � ំេចះេធX L ខ� � ំ8ត�វេចះផ² �ំ។ 
េពលែដលេគចង់ទិញ េហL/យេបLខ� � ំមិនេចះេលង 
េគនឹងមិនដឹង�េគេលង~៉ងេម៉ចេទ។ ដូចេភóÓវបរេទសខ§ះែដលមកផ�ះខ� � ំ 
�ត់ែតងឱµខ� � ំេលងឱµ�ត់េមLលមុននឹង�ត់ទិញ។ ដូេច#ះ ខ� � ំក៏េលងឱµ�ត់េមLលេ�។  
It is normal that it becomes important for the makers. When I learned to make 
Angkuoch, I must learn to play it too. If customers want to buy it, and I do not 
know how to play, they will not learn how to play either. Some foreigners who 
came to my home it always asked me to play before buying it. Therefore, I had 
to play for them.  

 
េតL9រេលង និង9រេធX LអងY Zចេនះ&ន*រៈសំ�ន់~៉ងRខ§ះស8&ប់មនុស¹ទូេ�? 
Do you think it’s important for people to know how to make and play Angkuoch?  
 

ខ� � ំគិត�·សំ�ន់។ ·�របស់ែដលបុ¿ណបន¹ល់ទុកឱµ។ 
េបLេយLងមិន¡ប់េធX L��ជីពេ�មុខេទ¾ត ខ� � ំគិត�·សំ�ន់។  
I think it is important. It is an instrument that has been left to us by the 
ancestors. If we do not take it on as a task… I think it is important.  

 
ែតមនុស¹គួរែតេរ¾នេលងែដរឬេទ? 
Should people learn to play?  
 

គួរែតេរ¾នឱµេចះ! ៃថ½RែដលេភóÓវេទសចរណ៍ ឬមួយអ#កមកពី8ស Ëកេ8�ចង់�ន 
េគ�ចទិញ។ 
They should learn. If the tourists or people from abroad want to, they can buy 
one.  



 
[21:52]  
 
M&នក1 ីសងíឹម~៉ងRស8&ប់អងY Zចេ�ៃថ½មុខ?  
What do you hope for Angkuoch in the future?  
 

ខ� � ំសងíឹមល់ែត&នេទសចរណ៍មក។ ឱµែត&នេភóÓវេទសចរណ៍ 
ខ� � ំ�ចេធX L·�ន�េរ¾ង¿ល់ៃថ½។  
I hope there will be tourists who come. When there are tourists, I can make it 
every day.  

 
អtu ឹងMរåពឹង�&នេភóÓវេទសចរណ៍មកេ8ចLន េហLយនឹង&នេភóÓវទិញអងY Zច? 
Do you hope a lot of tourists come and buy your Angkuoch?  
 

�ទ! រåពឹងែបបេ�ះ! េបL�O នេភóÓវេទសចរណ៍ េតLខ� � ំេធX LេដLមÊីអ#កR? 
Yes! I hope so. If there are no tourists, who will I make them for?  
 

[22:30]  
 
េតLM&នគេ8&ងស8&ប់េធX Lបន1ទំេន¾មទ&§ ប់ែដរឬេទ? 
Do you have any plans to pass on this tradition?  
 

ខ� � ំ� ខ� � ំេធX Lទុកដូចទំេន¾មទ&§ ប់មុន។ 
ខ� � ំេធX Lេនះេ{យ*រមនុស¹¡ស់បុ¿ណÖ§ ប់េធX Lែដរ។ 
ខ� � ំមិន�នែកៃច#·ឱµែប§កពីរបស់�ត់េទ។  
I think I keep the tradition like before. I make this instrument because the 
ancestors used to make it too. I do not re-invent it.  

 
េបLអងY Zចនឹង�ត់បង់េlៃថ½�ងមុខ កÚ �ង�មM�អ#កែដលÖ§ ប់េធX L 
េតLMនឹង&ន�រមOណ៍ែបបRែដរ? 
As a maker, how would you feel if the Angkuoch disappeared in the future?  
 

េបLដូចសពXៃថ½េនះ 
·8បែហល��ត់បង់េ{យ*រមិន&នអ#កេធX Lេទ¾តេទកÚ �ងតំបន់ខ� � ំេនះ 
ែតេlភូមិេផ¹ងៗ េគេl&នេlេឡLយ។ ដូចខ� � ំ�អមêញ់មិញ 
&នែតភូមិ8ពះ{ក់េទែដលេlេធX L។  
If the situation is like nowadays, it will easily disappear because no one in my 
village keeps doing it. There are only people in other villages. As I told you, 
there are only people in Preah Dak village who still keep doing it.  

 
េតLM&ន�រមOណ៍ែបបRេlេពលែដលេគមិនសូវ¡ប់�រមOណ៍ដូចពីមុន? 
How do you feel when people are no longer interested in Angkuoch like before?  
 

ខ� � ំ&ន�រមOណ៍�*1 យែដរ។  
I feel regret.  
 

[23:39]  
 
*1 យេ{យ*រ·�របស់ែខO រ ឬេ{យ*រេហតុផលេផ¹ង? 
Do you feel regret because it is a Khmer instrument? Or is it because of another 
reason?  
 

*1 យេ{យ*រ·�របស់បុ¿ណែដល¡ស់េរ¾បចំទុកឱµ�ត់េធX L!  
I feel regret because it is an instrument from the ancestors.  

 
េតLM&នបំណងនឹងបេ8ងÓនេ£ៗែដរឬេទ? 



Do you plan to teach your grandchildren?  
 

ដូចខ� � ំជ8&បជូន  ·�ចេចះេធX L�ន។  
As I told you, they can make it.  

 
េតLM&នអX ីចង់បែនôមេទ?  
Is there anything else you want to add?  
 

អត់េទ! អត់&ន! [េសLច...]  
No! No! [Laughs…]  

 
[24:18 - END]  
 


